You take part in “mulhouse 015”, an exhibition organised by the Town of Mulhouse at the “Parc des Expositions”, from the 13th to the 16th of June 2015.

The technical registration file has two parts:

- The registration form (2 pages). Make sure you have answered all questions!
- The plans: you choose one stand (stand 1 or stand 2 or stand 3 or stand 4) and you diagram your installation on the plan.

Only completed technical files will be studied. No modification whatsoever will be taken into account after March 31st 2015.

IMPORTANT:

1. Make sure that the cultural life department of the Town of Mulhouse has received your documents within the deadline mentioned above. Tel : 0033. 3.69.77.77.50

2. Technical forms received after March 31st 2015 will be not studied. However, we will put a basic exhibition stand (n°1) with white fabric, standard lighting and 3kW electricity at your disposal, whatever the nature of the works displayed.

3. No tools will be made available during the assembling. Please make sure you provide for anything you may need (stool, vacuum-cleaner, screwdrivers, hammer, etc.).
   Furniture: tables and chairs can be made available on request (subject to available stock).

Return the completed technical registration file before the March 31st 2015 to:

Ville de Mulhouse
Animation Culturelle
Cour des Chaînes
15 rue des Franciscains
68 100 MULHOUSE
TECHNICAL REGISTRATION FORM

EXHIBITOR IDENTIFICATION:
(*informations mentioned on the description: please write legibly!)

Name of the Arts school*: ........................................................................................................

Address : ..................................................................................................................................

Zip Code : .........., City* : ........................................................................................................

Visual artist’s name* : .................................................................

Class : .................................................................................................................................

Address : ..................................................................................................................................

Zip Code : .........., City : ........................................................................................................

Tel : ................................, Fax : ..................................................................................................

Mobile phone : ...................... Email : .................................................................................

The work you will exhibit on « Mulhouse 015 » (paintings, sculptures...)? : __________________

OTHER EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Fork-lift truck (if so, please indicate the estimated time)  ○ yes .......... hours  ○ no

On site storage ○ yes  ○ no

If yes, area (m2): ................... m2

On site storage from Wednesday June 10th 2015 (before 6:30pm) until Wednesday June 16th 2015 noon.
(as of article 9 of the rules, the insurance that was taken out is valid from Thursday June 11th 2015 8 am until Wednesday June 16th 2015 noon).

➤ It is essential that this document be returned before March 31st 2015.

➤ You have to present the fitting of your stand in diagram form on the plans.

➤ For further technical information, please contact:

Mr P. Freund (+0033) 06.03.79.32.34 / email: pfreund@parcexpo.fr

➤ To see pictures of the stands:
http://www.parcexpo.fr/parcexpo.php?pg=agenda&page=2# page Mulhouse 015

and www.mulhouse.fr
### ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

#### BASIC STAND (plan to be joined)

- **Partitions covering material**
  - O black fabric
  - O white fabric
  - O Ready to hang material

- **Electric Power**
  - O 3 KW
  - O autres

- **Lighting (5 maxi)**
  - O yes (how many? indicate their position on the plan!)
  - O non

#### FITTED OUT STAND (plan to be joined)

- **Partitions covering material**
  - O black fabric
  - O white fabric
  - O Ready to hang material

- **Electric Power**
  - O 3 KW
  - O autres

- **Lighting (5 maxi)**
  - O yes (how many? indicate their position on the plan!)
  - O non

#### ONLY FOR VIDEO WORKS:

- **False ceiling possible** (wall fabrics!)
  - O yes
  - O no

#### VIDEO STAND (plan to be joined)

- **Partitions covering material**
  - O black fabric
  - O white fabric

- **Electric Power**
  - O 3 KW
  - O autres

- **False ceiling (wall fabrics!)**
  - O black fabric
  - O white fabric

- **Standard shelf 60 x 40 cm**
  - O yes
  - O no

---

* If sides are to be different colours, make it appear on the plan.

One partition out of two may be shifted (day) at the lower level of the panes.

** Panes of wood particles (chipboard).

*** It’s possible to hang on your exterior walls.

**** The false ceiling is not opaque!

#### MONUMENTAL STAND

80 m2 of space, out of the stand (without panels or ceiling) for monumental installation.

- **Lighting from above** (exhibition hall lighting)
- **Electric Power**
  - O 3 KW
  - O autres

- **Short description of works displayed**

---

☑ **Fastening of an item weighing more than 30 kg requiring specific hanging:**
  - O yes
  - O no (it is essential to make it appear on the plan).

☑ **Important:**
  - The direction of the stand is uncertain,
  - Anticipate to have plug adapter.

Validation and selection of **one** stand category per participant.
PERSPECTIVE

Random size and position of the electrical box

Hollow melamine partition on both sides 1.00x2.50m

Covering material: black or white fabrics, or to be wallpapered by you on each side as suits you.

PLAN VIEW

Carpet (plain color)

spot Yes ☑ No ☐
If yes: How many (1 to 5 max)? , indicate their position on the plan

For further information, please contact:
- Phillippe FREUND
- (+0033) 6 03 79 32 34

upon receipt of the plans, no modification of the fittings will be accepted.

11/12/2014
Scale: 1/500

MULHOUSE 015
Basic stand

MULHOUSE EXPO
SAEML
Hollow melamine partition on both sides 1.00x2.50m

Covering material: black or white fabrics, or to be wallpapered by you on each side as suits you.

Random size and position of the electrical box

Banner white fabrics.

Support (plain color)

Spot Yes ☑️ No ☐

If yes:

How many (1 to 5 max)?

Indicate their position on the plan

FALSE CEILINGS (not opaque) on request:

Choice between black or white wall fabrics.

For further information, please contact:

• Phillipe FREUND
• (+0033) 6 03 79 32 34

Upon receipt of the plans, no modification of the fittings will be accepted.
Hollow melamine partition on 4 sides 1.00x2.50m

Covering material: black or white fabrics, or to be wall-papered by you on each side as suits you.

Random size and position of the electrical box

Carpet (plain color)

Entrance (not opaque curtain)

FALSE CEILING (not opaque): black or white wall fabrics.

Entrance (without a door)

For further information, please contact:
- Phillipe FREUND
- (+0033) 6 03 79 32 34

upon receipt of the plans, no modification of the fittings will be accepted.
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MULHOUSE 015
video stand without spotlights

MULHOUSE EXPO
SAEML
Stand with no partition limited by visitor aisles.

Important: the installation must not cross the aisles.

For further information, please contact:
- Phillipe FREUND
- (+0033) 6 03 79 32 34

upon receipt of the plans, no modification of the fittings will be accepted.
Hanging of the works on the braces than 10 kg in weight

Outline covered in wood panes

For further information, please contact:
- Phillipe FREUND
- (+0033) 06 03 79 32 34

Upon receipt of the plans, no modification of the fittings will be accepted.
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MULHOUSE 015
Hollow partition

MULHOUSE EXPO
SAEML